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Abstract. It is demonstrated that large-amplitude low-fre- 
quency waves (LFW) can generate lower hybrid waves (LHW) 
in the auroral zone and ring current region. The LHW could 
then heat the ions. The ion energization due to the LHW may 
be comparable with that produced by the ponderomotive force 
of the LFW. 

Introduction 

Wave-particle interactions are of crucial importance to 
magnetospheric and ionospheric plasma behavior. Space 
plasmas support a wide variety of large-amplitude waves. For 
example, in the region of overlap between the ring current and 
the outer plasmasphere numerous observations have shown 
large-amplitude waves with frequencies below the local proton 
cyclotron frequency [McPherron et al., 1972; Taylor et al., 
1975; Kintner and Gurnett, 1977; Young et el., 1981; Perraut, 
1982; Roux et al., 1982; Fraser, 1985; Labelle et al., 1988]. 
These observations indicate the presence of waves with both 
left-hand polarization (Alfv6n waves), and right-hand polar- 
ization (fast magnetosonic waves). It is known that the gen- 
eration of ion cyclotron waves may occur as a result of an in- 
stability in the high energy anisotropic component of the 
ring current during interaction with the plasmasphere [Corn- 
wall, 1965, 1966; Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Liemohn, 

1967; McKean et al., 1994]. In the auroral region, simultane- 
ous occurrences of upward-flowing ions and field-aligned elec- 
trons have been observed by the Viking satellite. The occur- 
rence is strongly correlated with large amplitude low-frequency 
fluctuations of the electric field [Hultqvist et al., 1988; Lundin 
et el., 1990]. Large-amplitude shear Alfv6n waves were also 
observed by sounding rockets [Boehrn et al., 1990] in the 
auroral ionosphere. 

When such low-frequency waves (LFW) propagate in a 
plasma, a ponderomotive force is produced which may lead to 
significant effects at the plasma. Boehm et el. [1990] sug- 
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gested that this ponderomotive force can be the cause of sig-. 
nificant density perturbations. Allan [1993] has investigated 
mass transport caused by the ponderomotive force of hydrody- 
namic waves in the middle magnetosphere. It was also sug- 
gested that significant plasma energization could occur in 
these regions. Li and Ternerin [1993] have studied the ion en- 
ergization by the ponderomotive force of large-amplitude 
Alfv6n waves (E> 100 mV/m; oKfl i ) in the auroral zone. 

It is well known [eg. Akhiezer et el., 1975] that in the field 
of a LFW, electrons and ions move with different velocities. A 

significant ion-electron relative velocity may lead to a current 
instability which may produce, for example, lower hybrid 
waves (LHW). The purpose of this paper is to consider the 
possibility of such LHW generation by large-amplitude LFW 
in a space plasma and to compare the effects of LHW and the 
ponderomotive force in the processes of heating and accelera- 
tion in the plasma. 

Below we discuss the possibility of LHW generation in the 
ring current region and in the auroral zone and mechanisms for 
LH instability saturation. The LHW power level and the result- 
ing plasma energization due to the LH turbulence are esti- 
mated. The plasma energization due to LH turbulence is com- 
pared with that due to the ponderomotive force. 

Analysis 

Lower Hybrid Current Instability Due to Low- 
Frequency Waves 

If a plasma is subjected to a variable electric field E (for 
instance, the electric field of an Alfv6n or fast magnetosonic 
wave, which has a component at a right angle to the external 
magnetic field B o), the electrons and ions will acquire differ- 
ent velocities •e and •i under the action of that field. If the 
frequency co o of the field is considerably lower than the elec- 
tron cyclotron frequency, the electron and ion velocities will 
be given by [eg., Akhiezer et al., 1975]' 

U e =C -- Bø i me 

-. e { /•) + iCOo ((• x /•)} U i = mi ((OB2i -- (0 o ) 

(1) 

where /7, is a unit vector in the direction of the external mag- 
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netic field and tol•i is the ion cyclotron frequency. In a low- 
frequency field the component of the parallel electric field is 
small, and the perpendicular drift velocities of the electrons 
and ions may be comparable to, or even larger than, the paral- 
lel electron velocity. We will restrict ourselves to the case 
when the parallel electric field and parallel electron velocity 
may be neglected. 

In a coordinate system where the magnetic field B o is paral- 
lel to the z axis and a low-frequency (too<<toBi) electric field 
• = •o e-iø•øt is parallel to the x axis, the real part of the rela- 
tive velocity of the ions with respect to the electrons, 
• =•i--•e, is' 

_ etoo 
Re u x • mi to2B i E o sin tOot. (2) 

Here we took into account the inequality tOo << tOBi and 
neglected terms proportional to me/m i . 

For some cases, the relative velocity (2) can be larger than 
the ion thermal velocity Vri = •]T i/m i . It may lead to the oc- 
currence of the current instability even for the relatively small 
electric field of low-frequency oscillations. The inequality 
u > VTi leads to: 

2 (3) -• 2 2, 
8•rnT tOo tOpi 

where n and T are density and temperature of the plasma, 

respectively; tOpi is the ion plasma frequency. 
For plasmas in the auroral region and near the plasmapause, 

condition (3) requires a LFW electric field greater than that ob- 
served on average, but one that is not uncommon. Inequality 
(3) appears to be satisfied in observations reported by Taylor 
et al. [1975] and Young et al. [1981] for the ring current re- 
gion (L-4-5). It was found that B2/Bo 2 -5-10 -4 (B is the 
magnetic field of the Alfv•n wave, B o is the ambient field), 
too-l-3 s -1, ncold=30 cm -3, nhot-1 cm -3, Tcold--0.5 eV, Thor--(5- 
50) keV. If the plasma is isothermal, T e • T i, and u • 1.3VTi, 
then the flux instability for LH oscillation occurs [Akhiezer et 
a/., 1975]. So, inequality (3) is satisfied if B2/Bo 2 _• 10 -4, and 
therefore for this plasma. For the auroral acceleration region, 
the example considered by Li and Ternerin [1993], in which 
E-200 mV/m; too-6 s -1' %-4 cm-3; ni_i-6 cm-3; Ti--0.5 eV, sat- 
isfies inequality (3) above 4500 km. The ion-sound instabil- 

ity occurs if u > 2VTi and the existence of the ion-sound oscil- 
lation is possible ( T e >> T i). In a plasma with hot ions and 
cold electrons, T e << T i, and u _• VTi , the relative motion of 
ions with respect to electrons across the magnetic field can 
lead to the excitation of electron sound waves [eg. Akhiezer et 
a/., 1975]. Also, depending on u, tOo and the plasma parame- 
ters, the excitation of other types of plasma oscillations is 

possible, even for u << VTi [Gamayunov et al., 1993]. 
Consider an isothermal plasma T e --T i for which low-fre- 

quency oscillations lead to the inequality VTi << U << VTe. In 
this case, there occurs an aperiodic flux instability of LH 
oscillations [eg. Akhiezer et al., 1975]: 

tO pi tO Be 
Re tO ~ lm tO -- 7 •, - k ñ u ñ = = tOLH' (4) 

tOpe 

Estimation of Lower ,Hybrid Energy Density 

Let us estimate the energy density of the LH oscillations. 
Generation of these waves takes place in the region of angles 

where cos 2 0- m e/m i (• 0 is the angle between the wave vec- 
tor of LH oscillations k and the magnetic field rio). The main 
nonlinear process which leads to saturation of the LH instabil- 
ity for such angles is induced scattering of LH oscillations 
from electrons. The characteristic damping rate for the induced 
scattering is [Musher et al., 1978]: 

, 

4 2 

?e• -- tOPetOBe W (5) 
2 )2 nT' ( tO pe + tO 2Be tO LH 

where W is the energy density of the LH oscillations and tOBe 
is the electron cyclotron frequency. 

From the balance of the generation rate (4) and the damping 
rate (5) (i.e., the stationary condition) we can estimate the 
energy density of quasi-stable LHW as: 

W mel tOgel •--•// 1+ ...• (6) tOpe • 
At these energy densities the plasma should not be consid- 

ered as weakly turbulent, since the condition 

W me 1 + Pe (7) 

;eJ 
exists, and at this level, there occurs a modulation instability 
of LHW which leads to the formation of cavitons [Musher and 
Sturman, 1975]. Here, k is the characteristic value of the wave 
number from the spectrum of these waves. Using (4) and 
k -- tOmH/u , we can present condition (7) in the form: 

) n'•- it 2 m i tOpe 
(8) 

_> me ge.(4 e >> • • 2 tOpe ) nT u2 mi tOpe 

Taking into account the inequality u > v%, it is clear from (6) 
and (8) that condition (7) is fulfilled. Let us evaluate the 
velocity of the energy deposition Q into the plasma due to the 
LH turbulence. In this case, according to Musher eta/. [1986], 
we have: 

__ W m e [ tO•e) (9) Q = tOLH tOLH 1 + 
nT nT m i tOpe ) 

This means that excitation of LHW by a LFW can lead to the 
appearance of an additional channel of energy transfer from, 
for example, Alfv•n or fast magnetosonic waves, to the parti- 
cles. This process can influence the formation of the plasma 
distribution function through particle acceleration in its "tail" 
during the collapse. This influences the transport processes, 
since additional collisions of particles with cavitons will 
occur [Musher et al., 1986]. As is well known, the strong LH 
turbulence contributes to transverse ion heating [Chang and 
Coppi, 1981]. 

The process described above can develop in the following 
way. The plasma temperature will increase until the thermal 
ion speed reaches the threshold of excitation for LHW. When 

u • VTi , relation (3) will not be satisfied anymore and the gen- 
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eration of the current instability will be destroyed. At that 
time the ion energy is approximately 

2 2 2 rni u2 co pi coo E• 
.... (lO) 

ELH - 2 co•, 16 trn 
Expression (9) allows us to estimate the effective frequency 

of collisions, Veff, of plasma particles with LH cavitons. If 
we introduce Veff with the expression Q= VeffnT and compare 
it with (9), we obtain: 

Veff=COLH me 1+ _.•-- (11) 

This frequency may be greater than the collisional frequency 
for ions in the magnetosphere. For example, for the ring cur- 
rent region (L=4) v =3-10 -4s-l; COL//= 250 s-l; and 
Veff =0.1 s -1. 

In a multicomponent plasma where species have different 
drift velocities, the ion LH caviton collisions may lead to an 
effective frictional force. Thus, the LH turbulence, which 

occurs in a field of low-frequency oscillations, will influence 
the plasma energy density and momentum. 

Comparison of Lower Hybrid Turbulence and 
Ponderomotive Force Energization 

Let us compare the effects of LH turbulence and the pon- 
deromotive force on the processes of acceleration and heating 
in the plasma. The expression for the ponderomotive force 

Fp which affects particles in a cold, magnetized plasma can 
be written [Li and Ternerin , 1993]: 

e2 I 2 2 i •p •mmV E•ñ E•,, (12) = f-- 2 COo2 COB -- COo 

For the ions, in the case CO• >> COo 2, we have: 
e 2 f r, 2 '• 

• •V/':ø•-/ 
F•=4mi (13) 

Let us now compare the effects of the energization of the 
plasma due to the ponderomotive force and LH turbulence. The 
ponderomotive force is a potential force. In this case, the 
energy gain over length œ is simply determined by the poten- 

tial drop •p =-(e E•)(4miCOB• on this scale If the char- 
acteristic length of the potential drop is L, and we neglect the 
initial energy of the particle, the obtained ion energy can be 
written as: 

2 2 e 2 Eo 2 œ COpi E•, g 
.... (14) Ep 2 CO•i 16 L 4 m i CO B• L tin 

Therefore, the ion energization depends on the magnetic field, 
the scale length of the energy density of the low-frequency 
oscillation, and the length of the region of acceleration. 

The heating due to the LH turbulence (10) is determined by 
the relation between the frequency of the LH oscillation and 
the cyclotron frequency of the ions and will take place in all 
regions where LFW exist and where the condition of the gener- 

ation of LH oscillations, u > VTi, is satisfied. 
The comparison of ep and eLH shows that the effective- 

ness of these processes depends on the relation between the 
,2/CO2 parameters œ/L and •o/ B• ß The contribution of the LH tur- 

bulence to the ion heating will be the predominant process 
during the first stages of the plasma acceleration until œ << L 

2 2 

and •/ L < COo / CO B• ß 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Let us examine some of the above-mentioned relations for 

the region of the ring current and estimate the time scale for 

energy deposition from Alfv6n oscillations, (7• A )-1, due to 
the generation of the LH oscillation current. In this region, 
large-amplitude Alfv6n waves generated by anisotropic pro- 
tons were observed by Taylor et al. [1975] and Young et al. 
[1981]. Due to exponentially weak Alfv6n wave damping and 
regularity of the magnetic field in the equatorial region along 
magnetic lines, the ponderomotive potential drop 
!llttp "Eo 2/Bo 2 and the ion energy change under the influence of 

the ponderomotive force (17) are negligible. However, as 
discussed by Garnayunov et al. [1992], the excitation of LH 
turbulence by Alfv6n waves can play an important role in the 
saturation of the Alfv6n oscillations, limiting their energy 
density level. For steady-state conditions, the following 
relation can be used: 

AwA 7p = 7p TM 

where 7p • is the linear growth rate of Alfvtn wave; and W ̂ and 
W are the energy densities for Alfvtn and LHW, respectively. 
The linear growth rate of Alfv•n wave generation by 
anisotropic protons of the ring current during the cyclotron 
interaction has the form [Kennel and Petschek, 1966]: 

7 •A = A X[-• CO •i -•tl k, i Vr•CO a ' 
where A is the temperature anisotropy of the ring current pro- 
tons and /t is the relative concentration of anisotropic par- 
ticles. For /t - 10 -2 and V A/VT• - 10 -1 ( VT• is the thermal 
speed of hot protons) we have y• - 10 -1COA- Using (4) and 
(6) for L-5, nhot=lcm -3, ncold=102cm -3, Trot=2.5 104 eV and 
Tcold=0.5 eV we can estimate WA=B2/8m The obtained result 
is in good agreement with experimental data [Taylor et al., 
1975; Young et al., 1981]: B 2/Bo 2 - 10 -4 (B is the magnetic 
field of the wave, B o is the ambient field). 

Thus, the large amplitude Alfv•n waves can generate LH 
oscillations in the ring current region. This process may also 
limit the growth of Alfv6n oscillations here. LHW have 
apparently been observed by Dynamics Explorer 1 near the 
geomagnetic equator [Olsen et al, 1987]. Evaluations that 
could be made on the basis of the data of Olsen indicate a 

fairly high level of energy density of the oscillations, W/n T- 
10-6-10 -7 (W is the energy density of LHW; n and T are the 
density and temperature of the plasma). 

From the above discussion, it follows that in the presence 
of the large-amplitude LFW 

8a•nT 2 2' COo COp i 

LHW may be generated. Such conditions are fulfilled in some 
cases in the auroral zone and in the ring current region L-5. 
The LHW contribute to ion and electron heating. The ion 
energy due to this process will approach 
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2 2 rni u2 _ rø}irøo E o 
2 (o•i 16zrn 

This energy is comparable with energization due to the pon- 
deromotive force of the LFW. As may be found from (6), the 
energy density of the LHW electric field is of order 
IEI2]nT-V/c 2 (Va is the Alfv6n velocity). The LH turbu- 
lence generated by Alfv6n waves in the ring current region 
may lead to saturation of Alfv•n oscillations [Gamayunov et 
al., 1992]. 

So it may be supposed that LHW excitation may lead to the 
appearance of an additional channel of energy transfer from 
LFW to the particles. Such energy transfer may influence the 
formation of the distribution functions of the plasma species 
(transverse heating, particle acceleration within the "tails" of 
the distribution functions). 

Analysis of the effects of the pondermotive force of large- 
amplitude LFW must take into account the possibility of LHW 
generation and effects connected with this. 

It may be concluded from the expressions of (2) and (3) that 
the relative ion velocity in the electric field of LFW increases 
with ion mass. The reason is that the relative velocity of the 
various ions is caused by the different inertia of ions and elec- 
trons in the oscillating electric field. The magnetosphere and 
ionosphere have multicomponent plasmas, and it can be sup- 
posed that LHW can be excited by LFW with amplitudes less 
than that needed for a proton-electron plasma. The minimum 
energy density of the LFW electric field can be estimated for 

our case as •-(rnH/rn o)2 times less than for a purely hydrogen 
plasma, where m H and m o are the masses of hydrogen and 
oxygen, respectively. 

Let us note, in conclusion, that the present results are of a 
qualitative nature. To clarify the authenticity of the suggested 
physical mechanisms, a detailed quantitative description is 
required as well as a detailed comparison of theoretical results 
with experimental data. 
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